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INTRODUCTION
The Grayman Briefing Classified (GBC) is a news service for Telegram and
Signal that delivers daily Intel and Situational Awareness Reports on,
》Planned protests/riots
》2nd Amendment legislation
》Global conflict updates
》Economic early warnings
》Natural disasters alerts
》Cyberattacks and security threats
》Political/Military Actions
》Supply line disruptions
》Low Intensity Conflict
》Constitutional Infringement
》Government Overreach

Additionally, GBC trains and teaches skills such as,
》Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) for self-defense, home
security, counter-surveillance, escape-evasion, urban survival, etc

📌 Do not share your access code or this document with anyone. If the
access code is used more than once your subscription may be canceled.

🗣Join the DEBRIEF on our peer-to-peer intel chatroom on Telegram
at https://t.me/joinchat/UKP5x3sO_9tI11qr
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GRAYMAN PACE PLAN (UNCLASSIFIED)

👤GB Twitter
www.twitter.com/GraymanBrief

👤LinkedIn
https://signal.group/#CjQKICy8wCzc2mh87VQMOD9ByPBfR8Kx2GqrjFYiJ
cqlX-oTEhD7e4c8VXxkHIlPDUeE3kMF

👤Signal (public, free group)
https://signal.group/#CjQKICy8wCzc2mh87VQMOD9ByPBfR8Kx2GqrjFYiJ
cqlX-oTEhD7e4c8VXxkHIlPDUeE3kMF

👤Instagram
www.instagram.com/graymanbrief

👤GB Home
www.superessestraps.com/pages/graymanbrief

GRAYMAN PACE PLAN (CLASSIFIED)

👤Signal (Classified)
https://www.superessestraps.com/collections/resources/products/graymanb
riefing

👤Telegram (Classified)
https://www.superessestraps.com/collections/resources/products/graymanb
riefing
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FEATURES

Email Brief: Reminder that our briefs are also delivered in greater detail and
with additional content via our Grayman Brief Newsletter.

Mondays -  We share an excerpt from the "Grayman Doctrine." These
weekly lessons provide a foundation for the Grayman Principles we
incorporate in other tactics Briefings.

Wednesdays - Get a little informal "Grayman Consultation" from an
expert in the field who'll share some insight from their experiences in a
real-world setting using Grayman TTPs.

Fridays - We'll give a quick tip via the "Hip Pocket Brief." It's a short and
concise training session aimed at imparting some extra Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) for your "toolkit."

Dead Drops - Digital document/media uploads. As necessary, we may
provide downloadable content such as guides, videos, government files,
etc.

Aside from scheduled features posts you'll get daily Briefings with an
analyst's debrief of a recent event. If information needs to be delivered in
real-time we'll release a quick "Field Note" and follow up (if needed) with a
brief after analysis is completed. We also provide detailed Briefings on
TTPs and Preparedness. There are also “For Your Situational Awareness”
(FYSA) posts to share info that might be relevant.
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Terminology and Acronyms Briefing: A quick reference to
commonly used terms.

● ///BREAK: A written divider line to separate topical subjects in a single Brief.
● AO: Area of Operation
● AOI: Area of Interest
● BLUF: Bottom Line Up Front. A summary of the highlights that you would otherwise find if you read the Briefing/Article

from the top to bottom line.
● BOB: Bugout Bag - a shoulder strap style bag for a 1 to 3 day egress, can be used for a temporary egress from home or

to a BOL.
● CCW/CCP: Short for Concealed Carry Weapon and Concealed Carry Permit. The concealed carry permit (CCP) is

obtained in a legal manner to allow you to carry a concealed weapon, a handgun in most cases, in public.
● COA: A Course of Action is an overall plan that describes the strategies and implementation of physical acts or verbal

statements intended to achieve an objective such as mitigating and controlling risk exposure.
● Debrief: This is a notation which precedes the GB Analyst's individual feedback on a topic. It involves their analysis of

intel. A Debrief comment is the closest GB comes to an opinionated statement.
● DVE/HVE - Domestic Violent Extremism/ist (influenced by U.S. ideologies) and Homegrown Violent Extremism/ist

(influenced by foreign ideologies).
● EDC: Everyday Carry is composed of useful tools and supplies to accomplish daily tasks. (i.e. knife, wallet, ink pen,

flashlight, keys)
● EDW: Everyday Wear.
● Grayman Debrief: The private Telegram chatroom for peer supported intel sharing and discussion of published Briefings.

(See Debrief above)
● FYSA - For Your Situational Awareness
● GB Public Channel: The free, publicly accessible Telegram/Signal Channels with unclassified briefings.
● GB: Grayman Briefing. The operational name of the multi-platform effort to share intel and situational awareness reports

along with tactics and techniques for the prepared US citizen.
● GBC: Grayman Briefing (Classified). The paid Telegram/Signal channels with premium features, unfettered briefs, and

priority updates.
● GHB: Get Home Bag - holds supplies for a quick 24 egress, usually from work/school to home.
● GZ or Grayzone: The area in which LIC is used that is substantially not peaceful but also not at war. The GZ may be

described at peace by some observers while simultaneously considered at war by alternative observers.
● IOT: In Order To
● LAE / SHTF: Life Altering Event is the technical term for what many refer to as S#%T Hits The Fan. A term used to

describe a serious situation usually on a national or global scale. An example of an LAE situation would be if the country
got hit by a nuclear bomb or if the dollar value dropped to 0 causing global panic.

● LE / LEO : Law Enforcement / OFFICER
● LIC: Low Intensity Conflict - broad range of micro-agitations involving political warfare, conventional warfare, irregular

warfare and cyberwarfare which blends influencing methods, such as fake news, diplomacy, lawfare and foreign
electoral intervention. In short it is kinetic operations with subversive efforts where the adversary intends to avoid
attribution or retribution.

● MSM - Mainstream Media
● OE - Operational Environment
● OIS: Officer Involved Shooting
● OODA LOOP: A four step decision making process in which one must Observe, Orient, Decide, Act. It is used as a tool to

determine if a threat exists that requires action. It is an infinite loop that continually assesses data.
● OPSEC: Operational Security is the process of protecting individual pieces of data that could be grouped together to

give the bigger picture (called aggregation). OPSEC is the protection of critical information deemed mission essential or
vital to the protection of an entity. It involves identifying critical information, analyzing threats, analyzing vulnerabilities,
assessing risk, and applying counter measures.

● PII: Personally Identifiable Information is any data that can be used to identify a specific individual. Social Security
numbers, mailing or email address, date of birth, mother's maiden name, highschool mascot, driver's licence number,
login account names, etc.

● PSK: Personal Survival Kit
● SA: Situational Awareness
● SITREP: Situation Report
● SM: Service Member of the Armed Forces
● SMO - Social Media Outlet
● SOP: The Standard Operating Procedure is the commonly accepted or mandated series of step-by-step rules for

conducting a routine operation in the most efficient method that maintains the intent and goal of the issue authority.
● TBD: To Be Determined
● TTPs - Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
● VEO - Violent Extremist Organization
● VEK: A “Vehicle Emergency Kit” has equipment and tools that stay inside your trunk until needed. It should have tools

for common problems like a dead battery, frosted windshield, and low fuel.
● WROL: Without Rule of Law.
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